
The main proximate cause: technology
Total Factor Productivity (TFP): Y = AKαL1−α
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Ultimate cause: natural resources



Natural resource curse

I Causes substitution from industries with positive externalities

Matsuyama shows that trade liberalization in a
land-intensive economy could actually slow economic
growth by inducing the economy to shift resources
away from manufacturing and towards agriculture.

I Discourages diversification (vulnerable to price shocks)

I Discourages rule of law (high rewards for expropriation)

I Encourages rent-seeking

I Discourages using increasing returns to scale in education
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Natural resource curese? Data from the World Bank

Can you think of any country that is very wealthy and has
abundant natural resources?
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I Low, stable inflation

I Less distortionary tax systems
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Where are people rich?

598 64400

2010 Income per person (year 2000 $)



Are the tropics bad for business?

Hot =⇒ lazy (a natural resource)

Malaria (a natural resource)

Related to institutions?

Suppose you are a fortune-seeker from England in 1680

I Would you rather move to Nicaragua or Virginia?
I How would the institutions you set up differ in each place?

I Virginia: kill natives and protect the rights of new population
I Nicaragua: enact rules to exploit natives

English common law versus French
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More on returns to scale

L: labor =⇒ H: human capital

Y = AKαH1−α (1)

Y = AKα (hL)1−α (2)

One way to explain long-run growth is to have CRS in
“augmentable” factors

A (zK)α (zhL)1−α = zY (3)

Some researchers even think that more H makes investments
cheaper!
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Investment externalities

Physical and human capital might generate positive externalities

I Physical capital

I Presence of capital induces learning among those exposed to it
I Capital formation induces improvements in infrastructure

I Human capital

I HC has a comparative advantage in producing more HC
I We learn from the people around us
I I enjoy people who are smarter than I am
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Human capital externalities

Private return to schooling < social return


